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MEETING MINUTES 
PROJECT:    St. Croix East End Watershed Planning  

MEETING #:   Public Meeting #2 

DATE:   January 26, 2011 

TIME:    7:00 – 9:00PM 

LOCATION   National Parks Service Office, Christiansted, USVI 

 
Public meeting included a presentation by Horsley Witten, Inc. (HW) on the project background 
and types of watershed projects we would be looking for during the week.  Paige Rothenberger 
gave a brief introduction to attendees describing the main objectives of the project, which 
include: 1) gaining a comprehensive understanding of sources of land-based pollutants 
potentially draining to the St. Croix East End Marine Park, and 2) developing a shovel-ready 
project list to have ready the next time a grant opportunity for implementation arises.  Main 
portion of the meeting was spent in six small groups with watershed maps answering the 
following three questions:  
 
1. Where are the problems? 
2. What do you want to see fixed? 
3. How would you implement? 
 
The following are summaries of comments from each of the small groups to the questions 
posed.   
 

1. Where are the problems/issues? 
 Farm animals in guts 

 Yacht Club has septic issues when they host large regattas – not enough porta-potties 
for number of people 

 Golf courses – fertilizer and chemicals 

 Homeowner’s acting on their own, ignoring HOAs 

 Gut by fire station is an issue – the coral in this area is shallow, and any sediment 
discharged here does not get flushed out. 

 Lack of construction controls east of Buccaneer near turtle nesting habitat 

 Loss of habitat for affordable housing 

 No design criteria, no stormwater calculation performed generally, and no enforcement 

 In general, no stormwater BMPs in the watersheds 

 Any future stormwater BMPs will need continuous maintenance.  Standing water 
should be avoided due to Dengue Fever concerns 

 Solitude Beach has been neglected – need a clean-up day 



 Cell tower road in the Hope and Carton Neighborhood is a source of sediment 

 Bigger culverts are needed for a majority of the gut/road crossings 

 EEMP Beach Access is eroding; a sediment source 

 Erosion on the TNC trail system 

 Dumpsters near fire station in Solitude have maintenance issues 

 In the Mt. Washington Area, sheet flow of runoff over road to Great Pond 

 culverts in the causeway at Southgate Pond are completely occluded and that SEA 
recently obtained permission from CZM to fully restore the causeway to its historic 
height (approx. 1.5 feet taller) and rip rap will be placed along the sides of the causeway 
it will be capped with 6 to 8 inches of crushed stone/gravel 

 the gut alongside the Reef golf course is contributing large amounts of sediment to 
nearshore waters and was clogging the Reef R.O. plant.  Reef was down to a 2 day 
supply of water and could only run the R.O. for 2 hours at a time. 

 runoff and potential sediment originating on Maggie Hill Road above Reef’s Section 1 
condos 

 three dirt roads within the Madam Carty watershed that convey significant amounts of 
water and sediment to Robin’s Bay and essentially function as guts; significant debris 
and erosion within guts along the beach at Robin’s Bay.  The cuts/erosion are highly 
incised and are visible from the beach; high levels of turbidity in the water at this 
location following precipitation; areas where guts bifurcate, when not indicated on GIS 
generated plans. 

 large amounts of sheet flow that follow rain events within the Coakley Bay Condos; 
currently no catchments or structures to detain or decrease the velocity of the 
stormwater prior to reaching the bay.  Large sediment plumes are visible from the 
condos within the bay following rain; a large area of exposed sediment and potential 
gut upgradient of Coakley Bay Condos that might the contributing factor behind the 
sediment plumes.   

 Homeowners and business owners without permits altering landscape / Lack of 
regulations and enforcement 

 Pony Club Trail –illegal road in gut  

 Hope & Carlton – grading of streets caused drops in level of land, bulldozer not properly 
grading 

 Culvert maintenance – specifically at Pony Club Trail 

 Septics are discharging to the ocean – you can see which ones are failing by algae in the 
ocean – illegal  

 Turner Hole – homeowner put in levee – didn’t get permit – diverts drainage and 
sedimentation to their property 

 Great Pond – Mt. Washington neighborhood – drainage over roads has resulted in a lot 
of sedimentation. 

 Developers are supposed to pave roads, but don’t think this is enforced. 

 gut erosion around Schuster property, primarily at West Gut.  He claimed that Public 
Works had filled in the gut to create Route 60.  He also discussed the erosion at the low 
point near the Good Hope School.  

 Mr. Schuster has stated that the last time he drained his farm pond that takes water 
from the West Gut was in the 1980s.  He claimed to observe eels and a considerable 
amount of sediment had to be removed.  He has not observed any sediment at the 
lower pond from the East Gut.  This pond has not been pumped out. 



 Residents that live in the Solitude watershed expressed concern over a pond upgradient 
of the Fire Station at Cotton Valley that fills up and spills over into the road (dirt) and 
has been eroding the roadway.   

 A resident in the Seven Flags neighborhood expressed concern over construction 
activities of the Mosler property and the eroding dirt road that connects with Route 82.  

 East end residents have observed over use of the transfer station near the Fire Station.  
A second transfer station farther east may alleviate some problems.  

 East end residents have observed a lot of trash and debris along Solitude Beach and 
recommend a neighborhood beach cleanup day. 

 Residents claim to observed a gut 20’ deep by 40’ wide near Catherina’s Hope.  Gut 
possibly flows from farm ponds shown on map.  

 Unpaved roads/poor drainage of all roads was discussed as a major item of concern; 

 The DPW, in the past, did not require developers to pave roads, it now seems to be a 
policy that roads are paved, but concerned that this is not a formal regulation; 

 Coakley Bay Road was cited as an example of an unpaved road that really is causing a 
lot of problems and should be paved; 

 Carden Beach was identified as an area with runoff issues (flooding) as a consequence 
of new construction; 

 The group discussed the issue of poor construction site ESC controls and the impact of 
these and the need for better controls and enforcement. 

 Specific sites of concern to the group included:  
1. Access driveway to Duggan’s and that it washed out this past fall; 
2. Culvert problems on Topside Road; 
3. Seven Flags Road; 

 The group discussed that in general agricultural ponds, built many years ago with prior 
NRCS funding have not been maintained and are causing problems – these should be 
targeted for restoration; 

 The general issue of gut stabilization was mentioned, specifically how vegetation should 
be managed. 

 

2. What would you do/solutions? 
 Re: dumpsters near fire station:  Add another dumpster location; get volunteer 

monitors to help with maintenance issues; start a recycling program; construct leanto 
to cover dumpsters and the “swap shop” areas. 

 ESC education and enforcement for on-island contractors. 

 Culvert sizing should be done for buildout conditions, not current development, to 
prevent future capacity problems. 

 The group expressed that their overarching concern within the EE watersheds was that 
of sediment loading and erosion.   

 The group is supportive of retrofit concepts to alleviate issues within the watershed, 
but is concerned that the maintenance effort required (both economically and 
physically) will be the main determining factor in the feasibility of such concepts. 

 Great Pond – Mt. Washington neighborhood – culverts, drainage/stormwater facilities, 
swales to keep runoff off of road. 

 Septics should be inspected regularly 

 Education and outreach are needed.  Residents in the East End would be willing to do 
what is right, but need education. 



 Pony Club Trail pasture land in gut is a good site for demonstration because it is 
government owned and visible 

 recommend Buffel grass be used for bare soil stabilization.  He claimed that the grass 
grows 2-inches per day and roots up to 8-ft deep. 

 The group requested details and specifications for road grading projects, so contractors 
would have guidance on the correct way to grade and stabilize a roadway after a 
maintenance project. 

 The group requested that “demonstration projects” be accomplished in such as way as 
to be a positive example of what could be accomplished (apparently with reference to 
some recent projects that have been less than positive examples); 

 The group requested a 1-tiered system for the entire East End, and that the 2-tiered 
system didn’t adequately protect resources; 

 The group discussed on-site septic systems and wanted more information on how these 
could be adapted or retrofitted to allow for wastewater re-use. 

 

3. How should we implement? 
 Education and outreach – getting people involved 

 Public education outlets:  Avis newspaper, local radio, public service announcements on 
TV (Channel 8) 

 EEMP gives tours to all public children.  John does a great job educating about 
watershed issues – this is a great way to reach families.  

 All of the government departments need to work together.  Now they work in silos.  
DPNR/Ag/etc. all have common interests and should leverage resources. 

 Yacht Club is available for meetings on this topic:  contact Kiomi Pedrini, manager; Julie 
San Martin 

 This project should eventually be used to influence work on West End. 

 One resident of the West end was curious to know how the results of this project may 
influence decisions made in the other island watersheds, particularly concerning new 
development drainage design. 

 DPNR might include steps in the building permit stage to help alleviate future potential 
sources of sediment and that they could require that a driveway be paved if it exceeds a 
certain slope. 

 The group believed that slope stabilization via revegetation may serve as the most 
feasible and attainable option for controlling sedimentation/erosion; the ground orchid 
may serve as an effective erosion control plant in arid locations and that aloe is also 
another excellent plant for soil stabilization/revegetation.   

 HOAs cannot get work done because they do not have enough money. Residents did 
mention that home owners associations exist for the Cotton Valley and Seven Flags 
neighborhoods but did mention that it is difficult to have them step in for road 
management.  

 demonstration projects could be sponsored by non-governmental organizations such as 
Cruzan Rum, the Miss Bea HOA, and other HOAs were mentioned. 


